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Hi Hi Hi Hi     

I’m Kate Rigby and I’d like to thank for downloading the 2nd in my series of 10 Top Tips for Your 

Success to help you build better business relationships. 

WWaasshh  YYoouurr  LLaanngguuaaggee  

Rapport is money! We need it most in business when we have least of it.   

Over the last 30 years working with corporate companies, it is the skills of winning, keeping and 

nurturing customers that I have been asked to develop most in staff.  

Before we start there’s something I have to tell you.  

These Top Tips are for you; not for your client, your customer or anyone else; I’ve chosen them for 

you. I want you to avoid the negative thinking that costs you serious amounts of wasted emotional 

energy, needless anxiety and unnecessary effort because you don’t know a few priceless tips about 

running your brain.  

 

You and I know that worry, difficult relationships and job demands can take a disproportionate toll on 

our productivity, health, and well being. So, if you’re the kind of person who likes to enjoy life, enjoy 

what you’re doing whatever that is and enjoy your relationships personal and professional , read on 

and start sorting that pile of dirty washing! 

 

Why You Need to Wash your Language 

Nothing you do in business is more important. Effective communication is more than the gift of the 

gab. In spite of the highly mechanised, super technical and hyper-intellectual lives we lead, we still rely 

on primitive, primal and unconscious motives and signals to communicate with other human beings. 

We learn at an early age to recognise verbal and non-verbal signals in our interactions with others.  
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Effective rapport builders are fully aware of the verbal and non-verbal tools available to them. They 

are sensitive, empathic and acutely conscious of the impact that they have on other people.  
 

My 10 Top Tips 

I've selected the 10 of the most helpful to get you started.  Look out for my quirky use of metaphor 

and analogy! I hope you smile as you use your imagination, SEE, HEAR and FEEL yourself using these 

tips. This will help you remember and get the most from them! Enjoy! 

 

1. Read my HMS Magic Triangle Blog 

If you’re really serious about looking after yourself and getting a head start over people who 

are blissfully unaware of these tips and probably always will be then take a huge stride and 

read this Blog:  All Aboard HMS Magic Triangle. It gives you a whole new perspective on how 

to run your brain – which will put you in control: not the situation, the other person or the 

problem! 

 

2.  Understand that Rubbish In means Rubbish Out  

Take another stride and grasp this one... it’s about how we run our brains. We don’t help 

ourselves when we talk negatively to ourselves. Brains are stupid. They are stupid than 

stomachs. If we feed our stomach rubbish – it knows how to vomit. Not so the brain. Feed it 

negative rubbish and it just processes that negative rubbish. Feed it toxic ideas, poisonous 

thoughts, limiting beliefs and irrational conclusions - and it believes them to be real. So don’t 

feed your brain toxic waste.  

 

3.  Avoid Weasel Words 

A wonderful tutor shared this tip with me many years ago. Clean up your language by avoiding 

these weasel words which only serve to make you feel guilty and bad about yourself.  

• Ought:  avoid this word or you’ll suffer from hardening of the ‘oughteries.’  

• Should:  we never ‘should’ on other people, least of all on ourselves 

• Must : my tutor attached a memorable word to this and said if we used this word it 

would make us blind. Professionalism prevents me using this word here - I’m sure you’ve 

guessed it already and you’re smiling as you read on! She said we’d always remember 

and certainly I have! 

 

Listen to what you say aloud and AVOID saying these words. Instead make a decision.  

 

DO IT or DON’T DO IT – But Don’t Beat Yourself Up! 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.katerigbyassociates.co.uk/blog/all-aboard-hms-magic-triangle-2/
http://www.katerigbyassociates.co.uk/blog/all-aboard-hms-magic-triangle-2/
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4.  Avoid Labelling Yourself Negatively 

 

Example 

“I’m hopeless at names”  

Or, as you trip over on the same step; “I always do that!”   

Clean up your language and say:  

“I’m GETTING BETTER at that now – I USED to be hopeless!”  (Notice the past tense)  

Or instead of: “I always do that!”  say “I really NEED to lift my feet up.” 

 

5.  Say it Aloud 

Saying it in your head is the first step. If you really want to give yourself a DOUBLE WHAMMY 

then say it out loud and your brain will really get the message! (Tip :  You may want to check 

you’re on your own before you do this if you are the sensitive type!). 

 

6.  Offer Feedback in such a way that it can Heard and Accepted 

Use prefacing comments like: 

“Something I noticed...” 

“It might help if you were to...” 

“You might find it useful to try..... next time 

 

7.   Always Reprimand the Behaviour – Never the Person 

 

When you are giving feedback on someone’s performance it is vital that you make a clean 

distinction between what they did (their behaviour) and who they are (their identity). Be 

specific about what they did that was good and then identify the aspect of their behaviour or 

performance that they need to improve. If you attack them as a person then they will be 

wounded and will react accordingly; either by attacking you or rejecting your comments.  

Example  

“I know that project didn’t work out and we do need to talk about it. I want to say though, I’m 

very aware of the amount of effort you put in.” 

 

8.   Avoid Poison Words – They Infect your Message 

Steer clear of:  

• Negative words 

• Words that deny or refuse 

• Words that close doors instead of opening them 

• Words that turn others away from you 

• Words that limit.  
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This does not mean that you avoid problems or sidestep difficulties.  On the contrary as a 

successful rapport builder you welcome problems. You can then reframe them as challenges 

and opportunities.  

 

9.  Use these Three Simple yet Powerful Words  

These are 3 ridiculously easy words 

• We  

• Us 

• Our 

 

They are so apparently easy that surely there must be more to them!  These are the words of 

inclusion, cooperation and alliance, the very essence of rapport. Communication is essentially 

an exchange between "I" and "You". The most basic step to begin effective rapport is to 

translate the "I" and “You" into "We".  So whenever possible, begin your communication by 

defining areas of common interest. 

 

10. Use Powerful Rapport Building Words  

Choose words that build trust and affinity.  They emphasise collaboration, joint problem- 

solving and working with the other person.  

Examples are:  

analysis  , idea , answer,  learn ,brainstorm, listen,  collaborate, manage, resolve, offer 

confer, open mind, productive, co-operate, helpful, etc. 

 

Enjoy, apply and notice the difference! 

SSiiggnn  uupp  nnooww  ttoo  lleeaarrnn  mmoorree  ooff  tthheessee  ppoowweerrffuull  tteecchhnniiqquueess..  

  

                                              CCoommiinngg  SSoooonn  

LLooookk  oouutt for my next collection of 1100  TToopp  TTiippss  on How to Break Rapport !  

www.katerigbyassociates.co.uk 

kate@katerigbyassociates.co.uk  

http://eepurl.com/eup-Y
http://eepurl.com/eup-Y
http://www.katerigbyassociates.co.uk

